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tesla waves, also known as 
scalar waves or scalar energy, 
have been studied for decades on 
many different living organisms 
from plants to animals and 
humans. several scalar bioenergy 
products are in the market, but 
none as powerful and effective 
as ours.

time and time again, tesla 
energy has proven to positively 
change the living cells by 
increasing the ability to produce 
energy for the rest of the body. 
in research, it has shown to 
drastically increase its atP-
levels (adenosine triphosphate, 
the energy molecule of life) 
rejuvenating and extending its 
aging process. 
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ouR mission
to bring proven scientific medical 
research and modern technology 
together to enrich, enhance, and 
extend the lives of our patients.

ouR vision
to explore the central dogma of 
biology and illuminating the role 
of natural cellular activation as a 
new way to treat and potentially 
cure disease.

tesla biohealingtm has created a 
foundational proprietary medical 
device product that leverages 
tesla energy with a deep 
understanding of biology, physics, 
and chemistry to accelerate 
innovation.

we are proud to be leading this 
energy healing space and bring 
one of the most powerful natural 
healing modalities, that is not 
only effective but also practical 
for today’s patient in need.

who aRe we?tesla biofielDtm

PRoven to RechaRge 
anD jumP staRt 
cellulaR self-RePaiR...

...integRating tesla 
eneRgY with new 

technologY.
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abstract

the tesla biohealingtm products are fDa Registered 
class ii otc medical Devices aimed toward treating 
pain and inflammation in patients with serious illnesses 
such as stroke-paralysis, Dementia, alzheimer’s, terminal 
cancers, Diabetes with neuropathy, and Rare Diseases. this 
treatment has been proven to help those who have no 
other treatment options.  

where conventional medicine fails, tesla biohealing has 
prevailed in providing non-invasive relief to those in need.

DiscoveR the newest 
         RoaD to RecoveRY...

helps treat serious illnesses

boosts cellular energy from 15 
millivolts to 75 millivolts in cancer 
patients

helps to reduce or eliminate pain

generate stem cells naturally

Repair the damaged cells

helps those who suffers 
from stroke, terminal cancers, 
dementia, lyme Disease, & 
alzheimer’s

Promotes production of       
healthy blood cells

eXPeRience the new wave 
       of meDicine & technologY

~contact us foR a fRee consultation~

subtle energy is released to promote 
natural healing and cellular repair.
increases cell atP energy, reduces 
fatigue, and increases your energy.
Promotes blood circulation.
speeds up nutritional intake 
and detoxification.
Reduces inflammation throughout 
the body.
strengthens immune system.
improves mental focus and clarity.
helps regulate blood pressure.
helps calm emotions and nerves – 
induces calmness.
improves quality of sleep.

benefits of tesla bioeneRgY

tesla biohealingtm  
experience testimonials

scan to watch

all living organisms have molecular cells and a power center that produces energy 
throughout the life cycle, called the mitochondria. every cell in every living organism 
continuously produce and store energy throughout its life. however, as our bodies age, 
these cells begin to lose their ability to produce the same amount of energy and many 
begin to die. tesla biohealing™ products release highly-concentrated bioenergy through 
the body to jump start every cell into producing energy again!


